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JAM Press is pleased to announce the new book, *Longitudinal and Value Added Modeling of Student Performance*, is available. The book is available in soft cover ($57, ISBN 0-9755351-9-6) and hard cover ($69, ISBN 0-9755351-8-8). Postage and handling are additional. Information on ordering the book is found on the reverse of this announcement. Information is also available at the *Journal of Applied Measurement* web site (www.jampress.org). Please go to the JAM Press Books page on the website and scroll down to the new books section.

This book is based on the very well received Conference of the same name held on the University of Maryland Campus on November 7 and 8, 2005. This book presents a variety of chapters regarding the theory and application of Longitudinal (Growth) Modeling and Value Added determinations of Student Achievement. It is hoped that this book will be found to be stimulating to academics, psychometrics personnel, as well as to school practitioners who are concerned with the monitoring of student performance across time and the organization of schools to utilize this information to encourage maximizing student performance across time. Concerns include statistical theory, estimation issues, and a variety of approaches to modeling that have direct application to this school problem. NCLB has emphasized the status of Cross-sectional Cohorts through the analysis of AYP measures. This is one approach to the problem of measuring school performance. This book is concerned with alternatives that will permit schools to model the performance of individual students with the hope that all students might eventually have their performance maximized as they progress through the school experience. This goal requires the field to develop new ways to measure such progress and new ideas for the use of such measures by the schools. We hope that this book will contribute to the research base for this topic leading to applications that enhance the success of schools.
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